For women living with HIV
We are here, we are powerful
We are here for you
Be positive
Embrace, love and have self-esteem for yourself.

For uninformed people
We are here, we are powerful
We women living with HIV are courageous, creative, proud
We are intelligent, we are unique
Even though we are living with HIV we are very broad
We are here, together we are powerful
Whether your positive or negative come and join hands together
We are optimistic, we are unique
Creatively found.
We women living with HIV are courageous.
We are here, we are powerful

For doctors
We are here, we are powerful
We are grateful for the work you do for us.
Listen and attend to our concerns.
We are HIV positive, don’t neglect us.
We are here, we are powerful

For the media
We are here, we are powerful
We are here, we are powerful
We are here, we are powerful
We are here, we are powerful
We are here, we are powerful

For uninformed
We are here, we are powerful
Be positive
We are here for you
We are here, we are powerful

What is Catwalk4Power?
Catwalk4Power is about women being seen, and loud
Owning their space and feeling proud.
More than a Fashion show, or a pussy parade
Not haute couture, or a dressed up charade.
It’s about being visible, bravely stepping from the shadows of shame
Being empowered to say I am here, and this is my name.

A catwalk can be described as a walkway in the sky
That’s narrow, precarious, dangerous and high.
And we have been teetering on this tightrope, for far too long
So we have created our own solid, wide, runway, and we are strong.

#CATWALK4POWER